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Thank you for purchasing a Kyss Bag. We trust that you will be completely satisfied with the versatility and security
features of this product.
To Use - To use the Safe Tote Security System, close the dual zipper sliders
together so that the locking rings on each slider are lined up. Remove the lock
from outside storage pocket. Pull the chain out of the bag through the chain
passage. Wrap chain around or through anchor objects such as a table, chair,
railing, cooler handle, etc. Clip the hook of the lock through the locking ring on
each zipper slider. Spin lock dials to lock.
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To Put Away - Hold the lock in your hand above the chain passage and let the
chain glide back into the bag. For best functionality make sure the chain passage reinforcement material is bowed slightly outward and that the chain is
collected in the Inside Chain Storage Pocket. If necessary to enhance retraction of the chain, we recommend that you attach an additional key ring or other
weighted object to the inside end of the chain.

IMPORTANT - Before locking the lock, always remember to check
the lock dials to refresh your memory and confirm the correct combination. Lock will only open if lock dials are set to the correct combination. One idea is to pick a very
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easy combination (like 7-7-7) that you will never forget. Another idea is to write a hint to your combination on a piece of paper and store it in the lock pocket with the lock (see below). Also remember that
the lock dials are viewable from both sides of the lock and thus show a different combination on each side. However, one side of the
lock has indented leader lines between dials. This is the side that is designed to display the actual combination of the lock.

Changing the Lock Combination
The lock is set at the manufacturer to open at 0-0-0. You can keep it as your
own combination or set a new one by following these easy steps.
PLEASE READ THROUGH STEPS 1-9 BEFORE RE-SETTING LOCK COMBO.

To change the lock combo you must know the current combination.
1)
2)
3)

4)

Set the lock dials to the current combination.
Using a pen, push in the Reset Button at the bottom of the lock.
While keeping the Reset Button pushed in, turn the dials to your desired
new 3-digit combination. Tip - Push in the Reset Button with a ballpoint
pen between the lock in one hand and your body. Set the dials with your
other hand.
Release the Reset Button. Your new combination should now be set. Now
make sure the new combination is “Locked In” by following Steps 5-9.
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IMPORTANT - After setting your new combination, and BEFORE SPINNING THE DIALS, please follow the next steps closely to
make sure the new combination is “Locked In”.
5) Make sure that the Reset Button is fully retracted. Then:
6) Push open the lock several times to make sure the lock is opening at the new combo. Make sure the lock opens completely.
7) Now put your thumb on Dials #2 and #3 and Rotate only Dial #1 a few times.
8) Return Dial #1 to its new-combo setting and open the lock. Make sure its fully open. (If the lock does not open, try Dial #1 at
each number 0-9 until the lock opens. Then repeat steps 1-7)
9) Your new combination should now be “Locked In”.
Kyss Bag Care
Cleaning - We recommend that all of our products be spot cleaned with warm water and mild detergent and air-dried in the shade.
Exposure to Moisture - The security chain and lock assembly that comes with your Kyss Bag is made from materials that are highly resistant to water
damage and rusting. However, these components are not designed to be subject to prolonged exposure to water or moisture. In the event that the
chain components, the lock or the bag itself is soaked with water, remove the chain and lock assembly from the bag and allow to dry in air. Reassemble the lock and chain assembly to the bag when the components are once again dry.
Lock - To loosen lock dials or the lock opening mechanism or to otherwise improve lock function, use 3-in-One, sewing machine or other household
oil. Apply oil to lock dials and to each side of the Open Lock Button. Open lock several times and spin dials to work oil into the lock mechanism.

Re-Assembly - Pass the end of the chain through the chain passage from outside the bag. Attach the large split-ring and clip to the end of the chain.
Liability
Reminder: The Safe Tote Security System is a theft deterrent system, not a security guarantee. Larson Product Development, LLC (LPD) WILL NOT
BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY PROPERTY OR POSSESSIONS THAT ARE STOLEN, LOST OR DAMAGED WHILE USING ANY KYSS BAG
PRODUCT. Any bag security feature can be overcome by a determined thief with the right tools, enough privacy and the right opportunity. Therefore,
always use your Kyss Bag in a public place where potential eyewitnesses to tampering or theft add to the theft deterring nature of the product. And always periodically check on the security of your belongings.
LPD shall not be responsible for the natural breakdown of materials that occurs inevitably with extended
use, or defects caused by accident, abuse, misuse,
improper care, animal attack, alteration, or normal
wear and tear. In no event will LPD be liable for
incidental or consequential damages.

www.KyssBags.com

Kyss Bag Combo Hint (e.g. 1st 3 of SS#) :

Write down hint, cut along dashed line and store in small outside lock pocket.

